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Is America the exceptional, #1 country in the world?

Of course it is!

David Morris of the Institute For Local Self-Reliance has published the 

truth about American exceptionalism.

It turns out, the US is #1 in all sorts of ways.
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Want to be depressed more?

Click here for signs the economy is slowing down >
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Flag as Offensive 

Gordon on May 1, 7:26 AM said: 

i'm really getting tired of all of this America bashing. 

21 81

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

makecapitalismhistory on May 1, 7:37 AM said: 

@Gordon: Since when it is America bashing to show some stats from reality ??? 

73 13

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Nexus on May 1, 7:40 AM said: 

@Gordon: The stats are not supportive of exceptionalism - except in areas that are of no value to citizens generally. Trying to continually 
propagandize being number one all the time against reality begins to look a bit silly. 

18 5

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

suckingmachine on May 1, 7:42 AM said: 

@Gordon: I really don't mean to offend you, but your comment shows some kind of mental illness. Get help! 

33 7

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

makecapitalismhistory on May 1, 7:48 AM said: 

@Gordon: You can stop that "America bashing" when you elect another kind of policy. In 2012 that your chance. 

16 3
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Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

black swan on May 1, 8:16 AM said: 

@Gordon: "i'm really getting tired of all of this America bashing" 
 
I love the America I was born in. However, looking at those graphs shows me that this is no longer the America I was born in. I don't love this America. The 
financial criminals that have sucked the life's blood out of this America deserve to be bashed. I want the America I was born in, back. 

46 1

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Kieran1968 on May 1, 8:42 AM said: 

@Gordon: Despite what others might say here Gordon, I believe you are moving from Stage Two to Stage Three so good for you. 
 
http://web.mit.edu/hr/oed/learn/change/art_four_room.html 

11 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

pseudorocket on May 1, 1:19 PM said: 

@Nexus: Stats of infant mortality rate has no value to citizens generally?? Are we back to the middle age already?? 

6 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Nick Satan on May 1, 2:18 PM said: 

@suckingmachine: How is Gordon's simple statement of exasperation a sign of mental illness? 

4 2

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Inconvenient Truther on May 1, 2:26 PM said: 

@Gordon: A lot of these statistics can be better understood in the context that the US is rapidly becoming a third-world populated country. 
A proper comparison thus is to compare the social aspects of the US with a composite country consisting of say 25% Mexico, 15% South 
Africa and 60% United Kingdom. 

4 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

suckingmachine on May 1, 3:50 PM said: 

@Nick Satan: Gordon is unable to cope with reality (probably to much CNN,MSNBC...). He isn't even able to make the slightest 
differentiations, equating the catastrophic consequences of the US system (and their mendacious ruthless rulers) to "America" (which is btw 
a continent) and equating himself with it , therefore taking facts very emotionally and falling into a state of denial, which is so typical of the US population. Again, 
someone who is unable to grasp reality has obviously a big problem. 

5 3

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

MrManhattan on May 1, 4:27 PM said: 

@makecapitalismhistory: As Stephen Colbert observed: Reality has a well known left-wing bias! 

4 1

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

college student on May 1, 5:35 PM said: 

@Inconvenient Truther: But I understand that UK, Germany, and France all have large immigrant populations, maybe even comparable to 
USA. 

0 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Inconvenient Truther on May 1, 8:11 PM said: 

@college student: Ethnic and immigrant are not the same thing; Germany is around 95% European but this includes a lot of immigrants 
from Eastern Europe, Italy etc. The remaining around 5% are Turkish descent - which could be counted as European by some definitions. 

0 0

Reply
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Flag as Offensive 

JS on May 2, 10:39 AM said: 

@Gordon: what do you expect from someone who can't even spell "Poverty" 

0 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

suckingmachine on May 1, 7:40 AM said: 

Very good charts. 
This is the brutal reality that your zionist rulers (ie "geniuses") have created. 
Everyone should think deeply about what is going on here. 

19 4

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

sooty (URL) on May 1, 7:46 AM said: 

The Zionists get richer and the rest get poorer. 

23 9

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

BS buster on May 1, 8:04 AM said: 

@sooty: Are those Christian fundamentalist Zionists getting richer too? The corporatists who are Zionists are getting richer. The 
corporatists who are not Zionist are getting richer. The crony capitalists are getting richer. Warren Buffet, Jamie Dimon, Lloyd Blandfein, 
Jeff Immelt and Carlos Slim are getting richer. Al Sharpton, Jennifer Lopez and Snookie are getting richer. The American wage earner is getting poorer. So, sooty, 
are you getting richer or poorer? 

16 2

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

alois schicklgruber on May 1, 8:50 AM said: 

@sooty: Hey, sooty, your avatar reads, "Have you played the race card today". Shouldn't it read, "Have you played the Master Race card 
today"? 

4 5

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

sooty (URL) on May 1, 9:48 AM said: 

@alois schicklgruber: The Master Race? You mean the "Chosen Ones"? 

9 6

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

sooty (URL) on May 1, 10:09 AM said: 

@BS buster: "Are those Christian fundamentalist Zionists getting richer too?" 
 

Palin and Hagee got richer. (Palin––10 million dollars richer.) 

8 3

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

sooty (URL) on May 1, 10:31 AM said: 

@alois schicklgruber: alois schicklgruber: 'Hey, sooty, your avatar reads, "Have you played the race card today". Shouldn't it 
read, "Have you played the Master Race card today"?'  

 
----------------------------------- 
 
"Our race is the Master Race. We are divine gods on this planet. We are as different from the inferior races as they are from insects. In fact, compared to our 
race, other races are beasts and animals, cattle at best. 
 
Other races are considered as human [t---rds]. Our destiny is to rule over the inferior races. Our earthly kingdom will be ruled by our leader with a rod of iron. The 
masses will lick our feet and serve us as our slaves." - Menachem Begin, former PM of Israel. 

8 6

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

alois schicklgruber on May 1, 11:05 AM said: 

@sooty: Although that has been repeated on many neo-Nazi sites, Begin didn't say that, but you already knew that,. You also know this: 
 
"But the most brilliant propagandist technique will yield no success unless one fundamental principle is borne in mind constantly and with unflagging attention. It 

5 4
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must confine itself to a few points and repeat them over and over. Here, as so often in this world, persistence is the first and most important requirement for 
success." 
 
"War Propaganda", in volume 1, chapter 6 of Mein Kampf (1925), by Adolf Hitler 
 
And you also know this: 
 
"Hitler and his supporters, the Nazi party, took power in Germany in 1933. They were Social Darwinists, meaning they thought that one race was superior and 
would "win" over all the others. The Nazis made laws that were based on their ideas of race. They claimed that "Aryans" were the "master race", called 
Aryanization. They also made propaganda that blamed Jews for many things. German Jews were forbidden to own property, and were attacked and killed. When 
Germany invaded other countries in Europe, they also started putting people into concentration camps. This systematic killing is known as The Holocaust today. 
 
To help increase the numbers of Aryans, the Nazis set up special homes called "Lebensborn".These were for unmarried pregnant woman who were likely to have 
children that fitted with the Aryan ideal; blonde hair, blue eyes, and no Jewish ancestors. Heinrich Himmler believed that this would help create the master race. 
He arranged for nine Lebensborn homes to be built in Germany, and another ten in Norway.]. There were also Lebensborn in France, Belgium and Luxembourg. 
About 20,000 children were born in these homes during the Third Reich." 

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

sooty (URL) on May 1, 11:32 AM said: 

@alois schicklgruber: Nope, he said it, in a speech to the Knesset. It was reported in the New Statesman, June 25, 1982, by 
Israeli journalist Amnon Kapeliouk. 

8 4

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

alois schicklgruber on May 1, 11:57 AM said: 

@sooty: Another of your Jew bashing justificationlies, sooty: 
 
'Mr. Begin never said those words and there is no factual basis for that quote. When we searched for the quote, we found that it looped back to the same text by 
Texe Marrs, who does not say that he is quoting Begin. 
 
Further research at this site showed that the quote was attributed to "Amnon Kapeliouk's article "Begin and the Beasts" (New Statesman, June 25, 1982) which 
was infamous for having misrepresented some remarks Menachem Begin said in a speech to the Knesset, and there are legitimate sources all over the net that 
make reference to that incident. 
 
However, the misrepresented quote is not the one cited ("Our race is the Master Race", etc.), but another one entirely (see below). Clearly, someone invented the 
"Master Race" quote and then tacked on Amnon Kapeliouk as the source, to give it credibility. However, even the REAL (and far less offensive) quote has now 
been proven to have been misrepresented by Kapeliouk. 
 
The REAL story involving Kapeliouk's article is provided by a media-watch group called CAMERA (Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in America), 
which regularly debunks bogus news reports and misquotes.". 
 
http://begincenterdiary.blogspot.com/2009/05/correcting-misquotation-reputedly-by.html 

4 6

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

sooty (URL) on May 1, 11:57 AM said: 

@alois schicklgruber: "The Nazis made laws that were based on their ideas of race. They claimed that "Aryans" were the 
"master race", called Aryanization ..." 

 
------------------------------------------- 
 
There are racial purists everywhere including in Israel, and the Nazis weren't the only ones that made laws based on race. Ever heard of Israel's racist Law of 
Return?  
 
Also, Jews can't marry Christians or Muslims in Israel. (At least up until 10 years ago.)  
 
And these kinds of protests go on in Israel:  
 
http://www.jpost.com/NationalNews/Article.aspx?ID=200308&R=R1 
"Rightist rally warns against Arabs 'defiling Jewish girls'" 
 
And what about this demonstration? 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8n-y24SzbCY 
"South Tel Aviv on Fire" 
 
Apparently, these Jewish racial purists don't want Israel to be turned into a "garbage can" although that's perfectly fine for the US to be.  
 
"Tel Aviv is not the country's garbage can"........."as if this were the U.S.A." 
 
"Welcome to Africa-town .. to Philippine-town." 
 
Bernard Baruch's father, Nahum Baruch, was a member of the KKK. 

10 3

Reply
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Flag as Offensive 

sooty (URL) on May 1, 12:14 PM said: 

@alois schicklgruber: That quote from the blog is all over the place.  
 

It's Zio-obfuscation.  
 
Eg. 
 
"was infamous for having misrepresented some remarks Menachem Begin said in a speech to the Knesset, and there are legitimate sources all over the net that 
make reference to that incident." 
 
Where are these 'legitimate sources all over the net'?  
 
The Menachem Begin "MASTER RACE" quote was originally reported in the New Statesman. Texe Marrs is not the only person to refer to it. Jimmy Carter also 
referred to it in his book. Other sources referenced it. Kapeliouk was a Jewish Israeli journalist who understood Hebrew and was reporting the speech that was 
given in the Knesset by Prime Minister Begin.  
 
PM Menachem Begin was also a terrorist that killed 91 people. He and his terrorist group blew up the King David Hotel. That kind of action is one that a Jewish 
Supremacist "We are the Master Race" would do. He probably thought he was just exterminating 'human t----rds', that is, non-Jews.  
 
And a nation that thinks itself composed of people of the "MASTER RACE" would be exactly the ones that would elect a Jewish Supremacist terrorist-mass 
murderer to be its leader.  
 
And such a supremacist nation would do the false flag murder of US navymen on the USS Liberty.  
 
As well as kill Americans in the false flag La Belle Disco bombing.  
 
And try and blow up American installations in a false flag attempt--the Lavon Affair.  
 
And wipe out villagers in the Deir Yassin massacre.  
 
And stand by and let children, women and old people be murdered in refugee camps in the Sabra and Shatilla massacre.  
 
And so on ....... 

8 6

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Glen Beck on May 1, 12:25 PM said: 

@sooty: Dude, you've been shown up. You've got to be the the most prolific liar and a troll on any business stie. This must be your favorite 
Joseph Goebbels quote: 
 
“Intellectual activity is a danger to the building of character” 
 
Don't worry,Sooty, you're in no danger of building character. I'm still waiting for your answer to the question from alois schicklgruber. What do you get out of 
posting all this Jew hate stuff? Come on, dude, what in it for you? 

10 9

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

stinker (URL) on May 1, 7:56 AM said: 

All the prisoners in America is not necessarily a bad thing. 
I remember how it was in the 70's and 80's with all the parasites 
running amok. Glad that is at least under control now. 
I live in NYC and there is a night and day difference now. 
It is expensive to incarcerate people and we decides to bear these costs 
in order to live safer lives. 
The only issue that I would have with incarcenation in America  
is the imprisonment of the non violent petty drug offenders. 
 
As for the top 1% , the ceo pay disparity, and health costs - there will 
one day come a day of reckoning. 

2 13

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

pseudorocket on May 1, 1:21 PM said: 

@stinker: All that prisoners, still the highest murder rate... 

7 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Gordon on May 1, 7:59 AM said: 

why does this site attract so many scumbags? 

6 20
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Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Bigger Idiot on May 1, 8:08 AM said: 

@Gordon: why does this site attract so many scumbags?" 
 
It's all about logic. 
 
This site attracts scumbags. 
 
This site attracts Gordon. 
 
Therefore, Gordon is a (fill in the blank). 

25 3

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

cactus on May 1, 9:53 AM said: 

@Gordon: look in the mirror 

11 2

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

scumbag on May 1, 1:07 PM said: 

@Gordon: Money, sweetie. 

4 2

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

DavidC on May 1, 1:25 PM said: 

@Gordon: It's because this site attracts Gordon-like people.It's like vultures attracted to dead carcasses. 

2 2

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

carcass on May 1, 1:31 PM said: 

@DavidC: You are in the state of denial my friend.Did you see that U.S ranks #1 in Prisoners,Murders per 100,000 of the population? 

0 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Nick Satan on May 1, 2:24 PM said: 

@Gordon: It seems on the weekend BI must cross post to the Democratic Underground or Kos. 
 
During the week it's less crazy. hard to believe it's supposed to be a ''business'' site. 

2 2

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Jake on May 1, 3:19 PM said: 

@Nick Satan: I think the realization we are fucked and our leaders are corrupt douchebags who deserve our contempt is bipartisan. 

4 1

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

war crimes on May 1, 9:49 AM said: 

the u.s. is now the reincarnation of the third reich , the u.s. is number one in invading countries without cause and without a declaration of war, 
and number one in bombing the hell out of civilians and thereby being number one in killing civilians in afghanistan, pakistan, iraq, and now 
libya. the u.s. is number one in the use of depleted uranium war heads that have left areas of all the aforementioned countries contaminated with d.u. 
 
and now to top it all off the u.s. is becoming the number one terrorist state by helping al qaeda in libya, the same al qaeda that they said did 9/11, when actually 9/11 
was a false flag , so the u.s. is number one in terror creation. 

11 1

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

sooty 1 on May 1, 10:15 AM said: 0 7
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@war crimes: t"he u.s. is now the reincarnation of the third reich" 
 
And why is that a problem? 

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

sooty (URL) on May 1, 11:28 AM said: 

@sooty 1: Who are the racists now?  
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8n-y24SzbCY 
"South Tel Aviv Is On Fire" 
 
"Tel Aviv is not the country's garbage can"........."as if this were the U.S.A."  
 
"Welcome to Africa-town .. to Philippine-town." 

3 3

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Here's what you need to know on May 1, 12:30 PM said: 

@war crimes: The Third Reich had a massive manufacturing base. 
 
We don't. 

4 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Bibi Netanyahu on May 1, 12:31 PM said: 

@sooty: Israel has always been racist. You'd fit right in here Sooty. You seem to be very interested in everything Israel. You love to hijack 
the threads to rant about Zionists. We could probably use a racist like you to join our elite group of racist boarder guards. 

3 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

spy on May 1, 1:05 PM said: 

@Bibi Netanyahu: would bet the farm he is on the mossad payroll , appears to be a psy ops , reverse biais deal. 

2 1

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

war crimes on May 1, 1:17 PM said: 

@Here's what you need to know: understood, however the u.s. has a large military industrial complex and the u.s. has become an 
international terrorist nation just like hitler. hitler invaded without just cause, poland, france, belgium, holland, denmark, norway, greece, 
hungary, romania, yugoslavia , etc . , and what the u.s did in vietnam, panama, the balkans, afghanistan, iraq, pakistan, and now libya and next will be iran, what 
is the difference between hitler and the u.s..  
 
the amazing thing is that congress does not say one word against the wars , the u.s. is under an elected dictatorship, the constitution has been shredded. the day 
is coming when the u.s. government is going to have boots on the ground in a city near all of us and it is going to get ugly. 

6 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Bibi Netanyahu on May 1, 1:21 PM said: 

@spy: I have suspected the same thing. Nothing on the net is safe from the spooks. 

0 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

SBK on May 1, 10:55 AM said: 

Wow. This must be why so many people are selling their sister to get out the US. 

2 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

pseudorocket on May 1, 1:22 PM said: 

@SBK: Yet the ultra-rich folks from China are doing the best they can to get into America... With their probably ill-gotten wealth, 
of course... 

0 0

Reply
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Flag as Offensive 

Mark Caplan on May 1, 11:34 AM said: 

And, speaking of American exceptionalism, don't forget per capita rates of: 
 

Handgun ownership. 
 
Obesity. 
 
Knowledge of math, science and geography. 
 
Vaccinations. 
 
Religious fundamentalism. 
 
Voting. 
 
Union membership. 

8 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

big sky country on May 1, 12:11 PM said: 

@Mark Caplan: those of us who are well armed are the only reason the u.s. government is not kicking in doors in the united states, obamas 
masters have him pushing more gun control as we speak, americans should be very afraid of their government. 
 
when the people fear their government there is tyranny , when the government fears the people there is freedom - thomas jefferson. 
 
in american smart people fear the government , the u.s. government has become a police state , ie cia, nsa, fbi, tsa, oni, delta forces, fema, etc. etc. , the new 
world order of the committee of 300 is here. 

5 4

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Stoner on May 1, 12:55 PM said: 

We're #1 in bullshit, that's for sure. 

11 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

SarahFailin on May 1, 3:45 PM said: 

@Stoner: And fat turd cutters 

1 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

depression on May 1, 1:19 PM said: 

then infant mortality is so high because of all the illegals sneeking into the country and dropping still born children after crossing through the 
desert over 3 days in 100 degrees heat ... 
 
same goes for our poverty levels ... when you import third world then yes you import poverty .. 

2 4

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

pseudorocket on May 1, 1:21 PM said: 

@depression: Pretty sure those are not counted toward the stats. Don't mess up the issues... 

4 1

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Jake on May 1, 3:21 PM said: 

@pseudorocket: Racist white wingers who are in denial that their GOP leaders are just as bad as the DNC corrupt leadership pick the 
Mexicans as their whipping boy for the reason of all their ills. 
 
That is alright, idiotic liberals are obsessed with bithers and Donald Trump as the reason for all their ills.  
 
Neither realize the people fucking them are the leaders they support. 

2 0

Reply
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Flag as Offensive 

theanphibian (URL) on May 1, 3:46 PM said: 

lol, great slide show. 
 

Great for future presentation showing my sarcastic American pride. 

0 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

iraq3 (URL) on May 1, 4:28 PM said: 

good pic دردشة عراقية thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic دردشه عراقيه thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic عراقية دردشه  thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic دردشة عراقيه thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic دردشة العراق thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic دردشه العراق thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic جات العراق thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic شات العراق thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic شات عراقي thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic جات عراقي thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic صبايا العراق thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic 3دردشة عراق  thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic 3دردشه عراق  thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic جات عراق thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic شات عراق thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic العراق thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic عراق thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic منتديات العراق thanx alot its seems so refliction  
good pic منتدى العراق thanx alot its seems so refliction 
good pic منتديات عراق thanx alot its seems so refliction 

2 3

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

dimasvilas on May 1, 5:27 PM said: 

¿USA Nº1? NO,NO,NO. 
1º CHINA 
2º ALEMANIA 
3º JAPON 
4º BRASIL 
5º INDIA 
.................. 

2 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Thomas (URL) on May 1, 5:58 PM said: 

God, this is so depressing. 

0 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

zackf on May 1, 7:58 PM said: 

The US is in trouble but we can turn it around by returning to founding principles. Unfortunately, I really don't think the American people or the 
politicians are ready for that. It's going to take a real dollar crisis for people to wake up. 
 
Hate applying to jobs? Let us do it for you. Human job search assistant - www.jobwaltz.com 

0 1

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

suckingmachine on May 2, 6:43 PM said: 

@zackf: "returning to founding principles" 
No chance, because these "Americans" a not the same people - intellectually, morally and culturally. 

0 0

Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Arthur (URL) on May 1, 8:09 PM said: 

There's a lot about America I love and there's a lot that I don't like....it's how we see ourselves first then how the rest of the world sees us that 
makes or breaks us. 

0 0
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Reply

  

Flag as Offensive 

Nick on May 1, 8:30 PM said: 

Who here thinks that if we lived in a culture that worshiped people like Larry Page, Sergey Brin, Jeff Bezos, and Paul Tudor Jones (people who 
work hard, become valued members of society, and contribute to the overall good) instead of a culture that worshiped Kim Kardashian and 
Paris Hilton (people who contribute nothing), that we would still see such a huge discrepancy between rich and poor? 
 
We live in a culture that wants to BE wealthy, but is unwilling to BECOME wealthy. They live paycheck to paycheck spending all their cash on expensive things they 
have no business owning. You don't get ahead that way. You don't become wealthy that way. It's not bad that 1% of our country controls so much wealth.....it's bad 
that only 1% of our population is smart enough to understand this concept. 
 
If the American public wants someone to blame for their current financial problems, they need only to look in a mirror. Quit blaming the system, the system works. 
The system was designed to provide an opportunity, and that opportunity is still very much alive. The system was NOT designed to make sure everyone can live like 
a socialite without earning it. 
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Flag as Offensive 

Svt on May 2, 12:42 AM said: 

What are the racial demographics of each industrialized country?  
 
I notice that none of the countries are ranked #1 as far as electing a minority president.  
 
At least America can brag about that. 
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Flag as Offensive 

 :on May 2, 1:35 PM said (URL) منتديات عرب

thnx u man 
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Flag as Offensive 

denk on May 2, 11:24 PM said: 

u're no1 
no contest 
http://tinyurl.com/nodnk 
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Flag as Offensive 

denk on May 2, 11:26 PM said: 

@denk: funny, cant post at the osama thread 
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